In contrast with carbon nanotubes, the absence of translational symmetry (or periodical boundary condition) in the restricted direction of zigzag graphene nanoribbon removes the selection rule of subband number conservation. However, zigzag graphene nanoribbons with even dimers do have the inversion symmetry. We, therefore, propose a selection rule of parity conservation for electronphonon interactions. The electron-phonon scattering matrix in zigzag graphene nanoribbons is developed using the tight-binging model within the deformation potential approximation.
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As one of the most promising materials for future electronics, it is of great importance to understand electrical properties of graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) [1] [2] [3] [4] . For intrinsic properties like electron mobility, conductance, and resistance, the only contribution comes from phonons [5] . Although graphene nanoribbon can be precisely fabricated by bottom-up approaches [6] , it is still difficult to isolate phonon effects from other external scattering sources such as substrate interactions [7] . These intrinsic properties must be sought theoretically.
In contrast with carbon nanotubes (CNTs), where the electron/phonon subband numbers can be interpreted as momentum in the circumferrencial direction (which is conserved during scattering), such intepretation does not exist in GNRs. The electron-phonon scattering in armchair graphene nanoribbons (AGNRs) has been studied extensively [7] [8] [9] [10] . This is, however, not the case for zigzag graphene nanoribbons (ZGNRs). According to Betti et al. [8] , electrons in AGNRs can be scattered by phonon of any subband and jump to any final electron subband, without following the strict subband selection rule of CNTs. This phenomenon is called transverse momentum conservation uncertainty.
In this study, however, we propose to significantly mitigate this uncertainty by introducing parity, a concept related to the inversion or mirror symmetry of ZGNR with even dimers. The mirror symmetry itself is not a new concept for ZGNRs. Ab initio computations generate distinctly different transport behavior for ZGNRs with and without mirror symmetry about their central line [11] . When scattered by a steplike barrier, electrons in ZGNRs preserve the parity of the wave function expressed by the recursive Green's function method [12] . In this study, parity conservation is shown to stand for electron-phonon interactions as well.
Intuitively, this generalization is quite natrual, as the conservation of a physical quantity is equivalent to the commutative of its corresponding operator with the Hamiltonian. ZGNRs with even dimers do have mirror symmetry about their central line and the Hamiltonian doesn't change under inversion operation. The parity conservation will become apparent in deriving the electron-phonon scattering matrix elements. During this derivation, the only approximations that were made are ones that do not harm the parity of the system, and allow us to demonstrate parity conservation.
First, let's study the parity of electron state in ZGNR. The lattice of ZGNR is shown in Fig. 1 , with the sp 2 hybridized carbon atoms on the edges passivated by hydrogen atoms. Hence, the probability for the formation of π-electrons bond on the edge sites denoted by × is zero. In other words, the edges of the nanoribbon are treated as hard walls for electrons, where the wave function should be zero.
FIG. 1.
Lattice of ZGNR. The unit cell of ZGNR is the vertical atomic chain within the dashed rectangle. Following the routine of graphene, atoms in the unit cell are classified into either A type or B type. Each pair of A-B carbon atoms are called a dimer. Adapted from [13] In the single-electron nearest-neighbor tight-binding model of graphene, the π-electron at R A site of an Asublattice can be created by operatorα 
where l is the unit cell index, d is the dimer index, and H.c. is the hermitian conjugate of the preceding term.
This problem can be solved analytically for both energy bands and electron states [13] . For ZGNRs with N dimers, the wave function of extended Bloch state |Ψ(k) can be written as
where
, ξ is the quantization parameter in the y direction; k is the wavenumber in the x direction, and
The energy E of electron states with ψ d,B = sin(ξd) can be expressed as
where g k = 2 cos(k/2). Since energy E is a real number, the imaginary part should always be zero. Thus,
where the quantized ξ for each subband is solved as root of F (ξ, N ) and depends on the longitudinal wave number k. Taking the derivative of F (ξ, N ) with respect to ξ, we'll get
As g k is positive for all wave number k within the first Brillouin zone, F (ξ, N ) should be also postive beginning with ξ = 0 . The first root of F (ξ, N ) happens when it crosses the horizontal axis from positive side to negative side. Therefore, F (ξ, N ) at the first root is negative. Following the same logic, F (ξ, N ) at next root is positve, then negative, and so on. Equivalently, the energy for electron states with ψ d,B = sin(ξd) is alternatively negative, positive, negative, . . . In other words, it corresponds to alternating pattern of valence band, conduction band, valence band, and so on. Similarly, for electron states with ψ d,B = − sin(ξd), the corresponding energy is postive, negative, positve, . . . Therefore, the conduction bands with increasing value ξ have alternatively electron state with ψ d,B = − sin(ξd) and ψ d,B = sin(ξd).
As shown in Fig. 1 Based on the preceding discussion, the parity of each conduction band with ξ from smallest to largest is alternatively odd, even, odd, and so on. Individually, neither ψ d,A nor ψ d,B have even or odd attributes about the central line as shown in Fig. 2 . The parity is demonstrated by the relationship between ψ d,A and ψ N +1−d,B . The observation that can be made is, for conduction bands, the signs of ψ d,A and ψ d,B for each dimer d are always opposite to each other. It's analogus to the H + 2 ion situation, where the electron state with two out-phase components (anti-bonding state) always has higher energy than the electron state with two in-phase components (bonding state). Similar phenomeona can also be observed for electron states of graphene, as it has two atoms within one unit cell.
If we approximately treat each dimer of ZGNR as one unit cell of graphene, then the out-phase between ψ d,A and ψ d,B will be taken care of automatically. We only need to describe the average magnitude ψ d,ave for each dimer. Considering the out-phase and the parity, it should be calculated as (
Such averages are plotted as the red lines in Fig. 2 and present a better demonstration of the parity of electron state. It can be normalized by constant
. For the parity of phonons in ZGNRs, however, we have to rely on some phenomenological arguments. As although lattice vibration is enssentially a problem of classical mechanics, analytical solutions for phonon wavefunctions are still rarely available. In contrast, various computations have been done for ZGNRs by ab initio method [14, 15] , and other methods. All these analyses generate similar results that the normal modes of ZGNR have a nodal structure in the width direction, as shown in Fig. 3 .
FIG. 3.
Longitudinal acoustic modes of ZGNR with 10 dimers, at longitudinal lattice wave number q = 0. k is the number of nodes in width direction. Adapted from [14] Similar to the vibration of membranes with two free edges, we could expect that the modal shapes have the forms of sine functions (odd) or cosine functions (even). Approximately, the wave length λ and wave number η of mode p can be expressed as
where W is the width of ZGNR and k is the number of nodes in the width direction. Therefore, the magnitude of polarization e q,b,p of mode p with longitudinal wave number q at basis b can be approximated by
where the polyatomic basis b could be {d, A} or {d, B}. Again, here we approximate one dimer of ZGNR by the unit cell of graphene and only describe the average magnitude of polarization. Respectively, they should be normalized by N ) for odd modes. As quanta of the lattice vibration, phonons are related to the ion displacements q l,b by their creation (annihilation) operator a † q,p (a q,p ) as [16] (9) where m b is the mass of atom b and N is the number of atoms in the system. Thus, the perturbation of the potential U between electron and ion lattice is
where r i is the coordinate of electron. According to Fermi's Golden Rule, we only need M(k, k ) to calculate the probability for an electron gets scattered by a specific phonon mode from intial state k to final state k ,
The kernel part Ψ k | e k,b,p
|Ψ k can be worked out more explicitly by plugging in the analytical solution of the electron states, as
The two sums on the right hand side can be dropped according to the following arguments. First, ∂U(r i )/∂q l,b describes the change of potential only due to the displacement of atom at site {l, b}. It reasonable to expect that this change is quite localized and has negligible magnitude at other sites. Second, the whole perturbation term e k,b,p ·∂U(r i )/∂q l,b is treated as a constant within the deformation potential approximation and can be factored out as a constant. Finally, according to the assumptions of the tight binding model, the creation and annihilation operators of electronα l (m)
† are orthogonal to each other between different sites. Therefore, only terms with l = l = l and
Following the preceding arguments and applying the Fermion's anticommutation relations, the kernel part
The plane wave term e i(k−k )x l,dA can be factored out as e i(k−k )l , where l = x l,dA . The remaining terms in
is constant for all basis b in unit cell l, it can be taken out. Therefore, the summation in the matrix elements M(k, k ) over l and d can be broken into two separate parts as,
where the factor I q (k, k ) is a summation over dimers d as
With a proper normalization of the electron wave function, the summation l e −i(k−k −q)l yields a Kronecker delta δ g,(k−k −q) , where g is a reciprocal lattice constant of the ZGNR. This can be interpreted as the conservation of crystal momentum in the longitudinal direction,
up to an arbitrary reciprocal lattice value g. The overlap term I q (k, k ) is central to the electronphonon interaction, which is a summation over the multiplication of three components with parity: phonon polarization vectors e k,b,p , initial electron wave coefficients ψ d , and final electron wave coefficients ψ d . As an operator, parity only has two eigenvalues of +1 (even) and −1 (odd). Obviously, even×even = even, odd×odd = odd, odd×even=odd. For the three-particle process here, it's equivalent to:
where p i represents either a phonon or electron. Therefore, the summation I q (k, k ) is non-zero only when Φ is even about the dimer index d. Acoording to this proposed parity selection rule, I q (k, k ) can be calculated using half of the dimers, i.e
Additionaly, as Φ describes the phonon-electron interaction within a dimer, a good approximation can be made by using the deformation potential of graphene,
The proportional constant is due to the differences of normalization schemes for both electron and phonon between ZGNR and graphene. For the scattering process with electron jumping from even state to even state or odd state to odd state, the parity of the involved phonon can only be even. Similarly, only odd phonons can scatter electrons from even state to odd state or odd state to even state. The matrix element M(k, k ) will be
Different than the transverse momentum conservation uncertainty proposed by Ref. [8] , which claimed the absence of a selection rule, we have demonstrated that parity can be used as a selection rule for electron-phonon scattering events in ZGNRs with even dimers. Since parity conservation is related with the mirror symmetry of the lattice about its central line, the results presented can be extended to AGNRs due to AGNRs also having the mirror symmetry. It is worth noting that, the mirror symmetry for electrons can be easily destroyed by applying an electrical field in the transverse direction. Then the selection rule of parity conservation breaks down and many more scattering mechanisms are available to electrons. Therefore, for both AGNRs and ZGNRs, we should expect different electron transport behaviors with and without the presence of an applied tranverse electric field.
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